
FEATURES

* Powder painted Formed CRS

* Custom Punching Available

* Durable Back Printed Label

* Standard 3-9/32” Mounting Centers, 6-32 x 3/4” Mounting  
 Screws included

* DW Series Trim Rings are Available Separately
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Controls, “D” Style Plates

DW SeriesWall Plates, “D” Type
“D” Type Powder Coated White CRS Wall 
Plates, With and Without Connectors
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ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS

Wall and Control Plates, Stainless Steel, Brushed. 
DW Series
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MODELS “D” SERIES
 The wall plates shall be AEG Models, as listed above. The units shall be constructed from 0.035” CRS painted two 
sides semi-gloss white. The mounting centers shall be 8.3cm (3 9/32”), using pan head, 6-32” x ¾” long screws (provided). 
Custom configurations other than the above are available. These wall plates are modular, so they can be ganged in any order or 
quantity....the restriction usually being the trim cover length available. The DSW units are punched for Switchcraft, however we 
also carry plates punched for Neutrik. Special hole punching is a feature which adds to your flexibility. For surface mounting 
applications the above units will mount to AEG Model SM45 1 gang wall boxes or the SM452 two gang boxes (see technical 
notes on SM Series for more details. For flat or recessed mounting, this unit shall mount to most standard depth, single gang 
receptacle boxes, with 8.2cm (3 9/32”) mounting centers. Optional cover/trim plates are available, DW-CW(White), DW-CG(Grey) 
for single gang, DW-C2W(White), DW-C2G(Grey) for double gang, and DW-C3W(White), DW-C3G(Grey) for triple gang. Custom 
surface mount boxes are obtainable, please submit drawings for evaluation. These plates shall be used wherever single or 
multiple gang steel or other material wall plates, including a variety of hole patterns are required. Specify AEG “D” series for all 
your projects.
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